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INT. MOUNTAIN RISE OF A DESERT 3030 IN THE FUTURE
A light skin soldier stands on top of a small hill over
slaves working as he looks down upon them.
Looking powerful and full of authority Seneca Aurora watches
over the slave boys as man names solomon a Mages wondering
talks to children wrapped in chains
SOLOMON
As there in which was made was
created in beauty And then said I
shall replant the crops and remake
them new and form our ever perfect
Elysium. Why isnt that perfect our
own heaven.. Actually possible to
your very grasp thank to - Solomon
Slave boy
Don’t say god - slave boy
he preaching too)

and kids

SOLOMON
Oh well okay but I don’t say this
to inspire you… to be spiritual but
to have intellect on what truly
good and hopefully even if I die in
the process
Soldier
Haha…

SLAVE BOY 1
...

SLAVE BOY 2
...

SLAVE BOY 3
...

2.

SOLOMON
Hmm well then suppose we all have
out hope then what a truce is to
yours - Solomon

SLAVE BOY 1
...

SOLOMON
To be free

SLAVE BOY
Mmm...

SOLOMON
Not to be a slave
Will that not happen any loner you
saying we can be free but were not
Yes by the cost of other man who
are over you but your stronger

SLAVE BOY
(look at him with disblief)

OLDERBOY
older boy I beliove you when this
chain is off my hand and neck…

3.

SOLOMON
It will be off. It will be off come
now let me tell you something else
that good
Is it not interesting to you
children that people from thousands
of years have been the ones who
have made our decision today and
all for the aspects of not only
just suviveal but most of the as
crestpe(perfect) of hope… the
growlly fro growth good hope in the
intention to move forward and make
prospers contribution to world and
all life around us that is
something we all should be like
Well then you have great mind son
as you are destined to do great
things and save lives for a cost
for many ahead here

(watching from affar Seneca)

SENECA
What can I save for the slave and
how the arkyen's treat them…You
cant save a world full of wolves if
the world rewards them

SOLOMON
I understand

4.

SENECA
You do.

SOLOMON
No no I cant understand.

SENECA
And how can you.

SOLOMON
Its the reality and
we inhabit in.. Its
it happens yet that
command god gave us
to do that.

to function as
wrong but yet
is up to our
free will not

SENECA
Ugh(angry)

(arkeyn laughing Unfairly at the slave boy life)

SOLOMON
I see you know we have free will
not to do that sort of evil but as
well that the ascension of effort
we are confined by our own worries
and misery that we inhabit
That disbarment is law that will
work both ways..
(MORE)

5.

SOLOMON (CONT'D)
We are responsible
not other all of
humanity must help these people…
all of humanity like them me and
you are both the same as
responsible as well gully for that
atrocity they make effort… like for
this world does inhabit to create
great power out of the weakness of
other lesser means as well work as
parasites as insanity.. but we
still are commanded not to do evil
for it does nothing for us, that on
both terms with there is a good or
not -Solomon

SENECA
It policy I cant do anything...

SOLOMON
they aren't just morally unlucky

SENECA
…what if they are.

SOLOMON
they moral defined as something
that unfairly judged..that we cans
till change

(Arkyen laughing)

6.

SOLOMON (CONT’D)
Just like we still are.. We are
prisoners like then on the effort
to keep change in staying strong
and of good courage till that
happen…sleep

SENECA
I can see
(both sit down next to fire)

SOLOMON
Those kid don’t even have time for
thoses dream they need to focus on
living

SENECA
I don't feel bad for them it there
families fault in the first place

SOLOMON
What being Sulan

SENECA
Doesn’t hell here you reckoning
that meaning being sulan in world
that wont establish you as one pro
love is only found in the
individual who insights it…
impossible some days to notice this
when the world only rewards wolves
who may devour you in your name

7.

SOLOMON
Sulan means freedom from darkness

SENECA
They keep the term prisoner all
this time… In the war and he fought
on the side that help put them here
god I bet he feels like an idiot
how could he not feel responsible…
it so simple that the effrots of
danger is what awakens us this is
only clear poetry to what I see
only in such as a vision. The pain
serenity is only of the effort of
this of which represent to give me
of my scars only this is what I am
I am. I am who I say I am and who I
aim to be is that not such a thing
not capable for slave to know…
SOLOMON
That enough eh that is life seneca
that is scars and life… the most of
of it its ts to weep for things to
work in the efforts of there growth
not to have hope. Hope is another
mistake…

SENECA
I just don’t know how you can live
with that be stupid enough to fight
for cause that rally doesn’t even
serve you. That’s like being blind
… only it wips you tryng to save
the world actually die in the
process of accomplishing nothing… seneca

8.

SOLOMON
Hey that’s enough.
As telling show the world and the
when fish

(both looking at the fire)

SOLOMON
Im sorry

SENECA
Oh about this.. This the Sulan who
fought in the war
I had no idea that they still
didn’t relieve the prisoners… they
didn’t bother to burry them.. Or
with there kids.. They just put the
in pill and they just burned them…

(burning bodies of flesh from on them)

SOLOMON
Oh im sorry

SENECA
No it.. I've seen this before its
only the start

9.

SOLOMON
Really yeah.. Like bad memory and
choices made.

SENECA
Well um this is just horbale the
doing

SOLOMON
Hmmm…

SENECA
I cant even say that my… wow this
is awful… that child body…

SOLOMON
ive spent my whole life doing
this..trying to stop it. Thinking
ive just won.. But he was right if
there are state of peace somewhere
there is state of horror somewhere
else and know im looking at it…

SENECA
…ah

10.

SOLOMON
and all I can feel is

SENECA
What? Bring out the peace

SOLOMON
It more of rage…

SENECA
Just a rage back I me… that
familiar. But different

SOLOMON
Ah…This I just wrong.. Making a man
see his own kin burned before him

SENECA
It really my fault
I decided to do this….and the worse
part is.. I think it finally
starting to get to me…no that not
the worse part…that the worst is
that… that’s someone child in
there…along with them and there
father-

(seeing bodies being burned in fire)

11.

(later at another fire)'

SENECA (CONT’D)
This just awful. How could someone
do this

SOLOMON
Your asking them

SENECA
I did this.. I let this happen

SOLOMON
Go forth my child and know of many
in which it shall be of that
enchantment in garnish of a
departure rest in peace young souls
No I did. ..everything that Ive
done has lead me up to this point
and to what I'm seeing, believe,
thinking, feeling and
acknowledging, its the truth of all
things that ive made to make myself
.. It just an onslaught and
continuing...to where it goes.

SENECA
… and so it goes

12.

(walking and thinking)
SENECA (CONT’D)
(Thinking)The night dark and
present to the creature that dwell
with in. as simple four legs
creature of a white tale with two
other little ones who follow it.
The mother of its kind who bare the
knew braces of a baby. It walks
slight thright(love) the trees to
the dark forest as it feeds off of
other living things the planet
which do not say to how why they
are eaten to those creature who
have been hunted and and have no
say on to so on exactly why? They
decompose as they make the new
essence of divine giving life. As
the predator comes along crouching
In the benevolent darkness as it
approach it premise it jumps it
pounces then mangolds around with
it prey. The children left in
distraught to the openness of his
conflict not ready as they feel
from there mother she breaks free
as she runs and panthers
off(seeing s cheetah hunting a elk
and then the elk abandoning its
children as one is eaten) as the
solution fight or fly into the
deeper darkness down the woods. As
they monster chase her down
attempting to eat her. She runs and
runs until the dawn of simpler
light emerges in hopes it intrigues
her vision that there is some hope.
Until grappled and thrown down to
the ground that he like of other
predator two now three of them that
feed off of her. As her child lay
waste to be barrenly lost one in
the forest(the cheetahs children
eat the elks child) this is the
circle of life this is survival
just as the same is for the slaves
in the chains…. They wonder around
looking for her as they do not find
the alternate motive of why.
(MORE)

13.

SENECA (CONT’D)
They just carry on as they walk
along soie of the road where what
passes is a more advanced creature
that walks up on two legs it walks
as he mimic his counter part who
them(description the men as the
cheetah who catch weaker animals)
ride on top of other dominated
creature they own setting up the
order they establishes is right.
There is just noise just noise from
the sounds of pressure awaiting for
what coming an tempest on the
horizon of what is seen to be look
at as the birth of a new issue for
these walking up right creatures.
They walk along as they have their
chains barren along side them
nexts of primitive and weaker
others they make prefect off of
there power by taking the power
from those who are weaker as they
establish them by identity and
color. An alternative solution they
find as a form of order. They walk
aside them as they lay them self e
higher as a civilization they all
inhabit by as deep break through
into a land broke by the briars of
light that reach in the mist of
that in which can float across from
it. As the vision goes to a male
who sits on a hill. With those of
same similar color in chains like
him. He who holds the chains give
only of his ideal. He sits as he
watches the other remainder of his
kind work in form of what his
ancestor. Where as they also
entangle for there venture for
freedom.
(MORE)

14.

SENECA (CONT’D)
(Narration )The sunrise comes up
there the clear vision of an
obstruction of a imperialism
impeded within the society before
him and his situation of what he's
trying to solve he sit in from as
the red dawn rise over the slave
who abrupt from the shadows a
glance off of there black skin
working and building a structure as
the soldier the peace knight watch
them from up the auroras of lights
that constantly move throw the sky.
Watching the slave work from his
state as also a black soldier other
than aslave of his kind...
(man walks up to him from brown faction and enemy faction
agaisnt the Blue faction seneca is from where they both are
at war with)…

SENECA (CONT’D)
The tempest is on the horizon…
(sits next to him) look at that
given to all of us… another day
but man, would you look at that
aurora. That rebirth of a new day
in the captivity of ones own
confinement. Its as beauty as a new
day. It kind if odd almost like
looking into the nothingness of the
future were not aware I mean we may
not be aware of it or now what it
is but there something beautiful
about that void. Nothingness
Something like that I believe
awaits us all I think , Just like
when your looking into nothingness.
It also most no fear based from it
when seeing that sunrise it's just
all the same to it… beauty… like a
gift of nothing. And when you see
that beauty of nothing that await
you I don’t know… its just
something your not afraid… but you
are that’s pushin you forward.
(MORE)

15.

SENECA (CONT’D)
after you have that and know that
of that nothingness, what is there
to be afraid of?
Without think of time as an
assumption or taking time to notice
the need of of how limited it is.
Id say death..
But from natural point of view I
would say its better live fearless
like you said and be inspired by it
to live

SOLOMON
Yes. Sir the beauty of living now
that we are not in vain of our
making

SENECA
That was really poetic what you
said, I believe in XiJihen there
poem named after what your talking
about.

SOLOMON
Really.

SENECA
Yes its called the akatsuki red
dawn or new dawn
Hmm That sun rise thing I said im
sorry it part of our belief to call
it the auroraism - seneca

16.

SOLOMON
Oh… you mean the birth of the
planet out of nothingness I know it

SENECA
Oh good you understand then but
just like that beauty there can be
a darkness to behind it, beyond is
a right beside it creation a
another form in as it opposite or
within itself it there that other
figure that equal to that beauty it
amazes me why we can see what's
behind those lights.. you know they
say the old civilization

SOLOMON
Oh I don’t believe in that

SENECA
No believe this the old
civilization who could have been
here before us I could see other
worlds there was no one blocking
that path up there, there more than
this.

SOLOMON
Ones been in the sky and no can
jump that high to see what beyond
there.

17.

SENECA
Fine… keep to saying it until your
proven wrong.... Its just. those
light are just switching on and off
up there.. its like the last one
that came only matter for it second
and then never on… unless it come
back though maybe as a different
color… but oh well every time that
sun rises its like a brand new day
though… its like beautiful gift...
Arent we so lucky enough to see one
of those every time we wake up…
look at it with all its beauty.
(looking at slaves) it seems fair
actually isnt it

SOLOMON
Fair free beauty

SENECA
Yes its whats apart for us we Iah
I see and what different for them
the only difference is we just have
opportunities… and just more them
and you right it is far because it
is bound to the state of things.
Although we of course would saying
it differently in we wee in there
state of things.

SOLOMON
I know I would…

SENECA
Is it odd being right here
Just being a free slave - seneca

18.

SOLOMON
True.

SENECA
Im still a slave even when I
believe I'm free. A slave to my own
belief and a slave on how think of
fate.. I used have apparition to
hope… long ago.. But once grow or
breath enough to notice the air can
be stall… life just seems to be
lesser appreciated even though it
shouldn't be in my state of thing…
even though it feels it should

SOLOMON
I just like to think of that every
time I see the sun rise, and option
for a future. What do you think
someone or somethings that’s got to
be giving it to us(holding relic)
you know gift

SENECA
You things that can produce merits?

SOLOMON
No. things like gifts just ones
that make us admirably different
than others.. Even like flaws they
are boundless gift as well as
teachers no matter what it might
be.
(MORE)

19.

There just SOLOMON
those who(CONT'D)
excel forward
beyond of others or sop we think it
is just us being bountifully of the
arbitrary fiction we all believe.
But in the way shape us as we shape
our own identity and that’s the
beauty of gifts and how they can
give us merits and good attributes
its just. Feel never get to take
recognition in oh the merit of
enjoying another clear sight like
the sunrise. That merit alone I
feel is deep inspirational love of
its own. - solomon

SENECA
Im not in to those types of
religions

SOLOMON
Heh they all come from the same
place… even those who don’t believe
know, saw the world by something
that they did perceive it by. In
thus they did believe in something
so once. What are you then solomon

SENECA
Im aodist(Status of religion) What
of you

SOLOMON
Im gookuin(holds out hand)
solomon
( Seneca shakes it)

-

20.

SENECA
Nice to meet you seneca

SOLOMON
Kumbha!(lets go) So You weren't
asleep at all last night. Nothing
to watch or post huh, protecting us

SENECA
No just looking at my kind(leans in
closer to look at slaves) trying to
capture that feeling of gift like
you said. Trying to understand it
all on why Im right here and there
down there. the ones they call the
savages .. Still in slavery

SOLOMON
you where watching those slave down
there

SENECA
I couldn't sleep, so long as they
cant

SOLOMON
That strange to see them in that
passion than you in yours

21.

SENECA
It amaze me that when one seeks out
to make there opportunities greater
for themselves, they open up a
whole new world and system for it.
And sometimes open opportunity for
those to cling there faith to it
for hope.

SOLOMON
Oh that’s what you meant hope.. I
don’t believe in hope know

SENECA
Those are just who say that are
always in state of mere confusion

SOLOMON
Please don’t try to covert
me(smiles)

SENECA
Hey Im just here for the sun light.
But like said I understand that
cant be ignored… why other are not
capable of somethings. But do ever
think and notice this not true

SOLOMON
Why is that

22.

SENECA
Well it all realise on a simple
point of view. Just think of an
omnipotent power greatest an
everything and all and that think
what if there is a power greater
than that and so on and so fourth
there are greater ones imagined?
Now imagine you situation and your
ability you have in on the
capability of begging to creature
who has sufficient powers to save
you but yet there is able is that
who is capable more power you could
worship to save you

SOLOMON
I said not convert me not tell me a
bed time story- solomon

SENECA
No it true… what amazes me is that
people will go out of there way to
desperately to suffer for something
because they what to be reluctant
on something that can save them.
And yet they don’t take to
acknowledge there own capable and
the true existing state of things.
that maybe something greater can
save them from force they fell is
omnipotent enough to give them
power

SOLOMON
Well whats this for

23.

SENECA
First we have to acknowledge all
things order with power and yet all
things seem to get greater than
others who have more privileges
than other next we have to analyze
ourselves along the differences of
them. And then take to notice what
capable powers we have a that are
separate(drinks)…

SOLOMON
A third verse please… seneca the
aodist a new religion your
making...
Acknowledge that there are the
greater powers and levels than
others than the one that can save
us and take to understand that in
some situation you may be saved
from others but on true grit to
save ones self that power that
person has is much stronger than
what a god can lift than what
person is able to lift with
themselves. And see their own
capability. You an example

SENECA
I am?

SOLOMON
Tell how is it that there is a
black knight and yet there country
rule over your people, as slaves I
know who you are you are the grand
master flash… you are greaters
soldier and retrieve as am I the
pilgrim from arcen the archologist solomon

24.

SENECA
You think its interest that im
knight - seneca
SOLOMON
You don’t see many of them these
days… and you very rare I a life
time to speak to ones who think so
elegantly - solonmon
…( both lookin ng at sunrise)

(laughing)

Ahah

Hmm(seneca and solomon talking)

SOLOMON (CONT’D)
its amazing to see a black knight
they didn’t even allow my people to
come into the army until they made
yours join first.. It people like
you I can respect because you make
a meaning out of deliverance
perception on others you shape and
embody the figure what change is

25.

SENECA
They don’t think that down there seneca

SOLOMON
They see you as an opportunity for
other like them..

SENECA
They see you as a true force of
action.. A system that needs to be
changed and that is evolving and
leaving other behind. It
incredible. But most of all it a
movement of change. And appreciate
it

SOLOMON
Me because im black(smile)
SENECA
No..(smiles) Because your trying to
remain and be… even when they
change your identity as there
soldier And also the power you
have form it.
SOLOMON
I think they see you as a symbol
SENECA
No they hate me

26.

SOLOMON
Well like it or not I don’t believe
soldier can bring peace to them
since there the ones who put them
there that stuff you where
preaching was genius
It could be the other way around..
Even for them and even for that
situation and solder can be for
violence in a form of action that
is beat on the motions of hatred..
but that that’s peace they speak of
and teach us that is right it can
also mean for certain things, be
bent on the status to fight for
hatred and love.. The status of it
which embodies us. That our true
identities… as peace knight..
Keepers of peace but still soldier
who fight on what we believe… like
hatred its something boundful on
the aspect on which we fight for
and the love we embodies to embrace
to with.

SENECA
I see, those who fight for
something they love deeply may also
fight for forces they do not know
as equal to the amounts of hatred
it might also stand for.
Peace knight… just blind
soldiers...

SOLOMON
something we choose to believe or
deem is sacred always has double
meaning to it. Our philosophies are
scared to use not be known but to,
I believe in this opinion just to
be shown to be reflected as use as
we embodies the aspect of which
they represent.

27.

SENECA
To use…(holds up glass for him)

SOLOMON
(grabs glass) to us…

SENECA
Aye- seneca(cheers)

SOLOMON
Tell me of something son on those
scars on your face is it from an
old training accident?

SENECA
No they come a curse one im not
found of dealing with

SOLOMON
What of it.

SENECA
I would rather not say.

28.

SOLOMON
I would say of that they come from
an old tale of a old punished
prince by the name of ash of oman.

SENECA
… true…I am son of oman

SOLOMON
I see of that son they come from
being banished

SENECA
Yes I was the brother to a son of a
old pirate king in that of which he
was man of many fortitude and power
be of his valor ruled the land of
sula, but of that I was sent to
assassinate him in the request of
his own kingdoms new reign being
tooken over by Arcete - seneca

SOLOMON
The end of sula I see and remember
those days you’re the assassin who
carried out the mission

SENECA
yes ash of oman.. What was left
after my mission only laid to
destroyed sula later.
(MORE)

29.

(CONT'D)
I survived SENECA
as he laid
me out with
the scar on my eye… this scar was
given by my father he gave it to me
as reminder of my betray before I
killed him… and as well my brother
the son survived and was only able
to rule for a short time until I
was sent out to assassinate him and
failed… Valiss Afrircoius…scared
me with a gash on my face
connecting the two representing a
melee for fighter a but also
banishment and traitor. I can never
return home knowing that what they
had installed for me to be a
murderer of my own family. So I
remain with Arcete hidden as well
for my old past of who I was I was
only a young prince losing it all…
But at the end everything is
metaphysical as we make it out to
be, it all possible for things to
be switched and turned around and
have different arbitrary meaning
that could be discerned eve our
identities are arbitrary and even
for the state of the soldier.. Its
also in same sense isnt it no
matter on what you are

SOLOMON
A philosophical racialists...

SENECA
Hhaha(drinks)

SOLOMON
(drinks) to bring an end to hatred…

30.

SENECA
Haha… it was worth ending all the
suffering he had made it was worth
it so many people dying and
suffering so much pain

SOLOMON
I see

SENECA
I had to do it just to end the pain
for others

SOLOMON
Good joke.. You cant bring an end
to hatred as being exist and to
think of it if there wasn’t any
form of hatred there wouldn’t

SENECA
Don’t say it…

SOLOMON
Hmmm love

31.

SENECA
Ugh… that topic is awful...

SOLOMON
just as hatred to those who are
repealed by it.and also do it
without violence like your action
on choosing to be a greater power…
I understand that most Africusas
are rebel sand choose not to
embarked on the army or empire
because of past history, but those
who are willing to work with the
system and this I believe are
aware…even if it denounces them
have more pride than others who
cant see they can use it for there
advantages.. And I saying you are
smart and intelligent… you not born
into the army… you choose itsolomon

SENECA
It was my only option… I was slave
before and then in corporate into
the army ,if I left I would have
been beheaded. There people out
there by what I see.. That we don’t
have the same status each of us,
or rate of opportunities as me.
There are times where I feel it
unfair, but in the way I see life
by how I grew to this point I ive
found to understand it is fair

SOLOMON
Excatly…

32.

SENECA
It is fair like this

SOLOMON
And only because you made the best
out of the opportunities you had
out of I instict, of fear from the
world and

SENECA
That’s what runs the world and
keeps it in order real fear, with
out the lack of it, thats what made
these and them and there
grandparents and soon there
children and still today...

SOLOMON
They just cant see it all the true
scarce freedom we do have...

SENECA
… but that was my only option

SOLOMON
No that you option you were meant
to take…just by fate from it
…

33.

SENECA
Its was meant to happen they are
born slave but they capable to be
free from them we they choose to
know it(drinks) and that’s were you
come in.. There are just people who
are aware of there options.. Ones
who are just scared and not aware
of how much they are able of
being.. Don’t get me wrong I don’t
believe in slavery but I believe
are capable of showing themselves
things they haven't been known to
know until they see an example

SOLOMON
I suppose it must be hard the hmm
hard for all to understand..
Understand one anotters pain.. To
resent agony.. But for all of us
its not common to stand up against
you fears for all of is its only
some who show us how-

SENECA
(looking at slave looking at
sunrise as the slave looks back at
him) -seneca

SOLOMON
it not to dangerous… they want to
be like you they just never new
how… looking at someone on another
leave that found a way to make it
capable all when others told them
it wasn’t possible… there it
actually is a black knight in front
me,.,I suppose we never believe
that peace. were to afraid of it.
to be that way… I guess it to hard
and were all to scared..
(MORE)

34.

(CONT'D)
To think itSOLOMON
may never
happen, maybe
maybe im wrong, because as far as I
know it they thought would be
impossible until it happened… until
someone shows them how easy it is
to stand. They just don’t know how
to get off their knees… sometime it
just.. Sometime other just gotta to
show them how. But that’s only
until they get off theres.

SENECA
Im no symbol.. Or a motivator
SOLOMON
to them you are…that power, to
motivate.. That is greater than the
one holding the god in ther
belief’s.. That is reality… from
thinking they don’t have it. To
seeing it possible… They do have it
,they just need time and patience
to find it and now what they could
really be much as they can be…
(walking up form behind)Seneca…

SENECA
(nods)
SOLOMON
They renamed you seneca?
SENECA
Yes my given name, I was born Roux
Africnaus by my mother name but
they named me after a leader Seneca
Aurora

35.

SENECA (CONT’D)
(walks up from behind)Seneca Aurora
sir where here to excort you to
your central investigation

SENECA (CONT’D)
Thank you... It been an interesting
conversation

SOLOMON
Sad you have to go I still believe
you can be convcied even further

SENECA
And your name?

SOLOMON
Leo.. Leo Solomon

SENECA
It was good talking to you…(shake
his hand)

SOLOMON
Her we are sir
(follows him then looks at sun rise)
ah…A new day, a and hopefully a
soon to come tomorrow.. If given..
(MORE)

36.

SOLOMON (CONT'D)
(walkng by children who are caring
brick on there heads one falls as
he pick up his stuff and the other
helps him both black) …(vision him
and his brother in his youth
walking in a meadow as he looks at
he blade and then goes back to them
making hand sides of heart and
laughing)ARKYEN SOLDIER
Sir where almost there-solider

SENECA
Ugh.. Yes we are…(walks on)

(reaches door that lead to sellar)

ARKYEN SOLDIER
(getting ready to show him
slaves)Its been a while since ive
been down here these things seem to
start to smell after a while they
don’t bother to bath and there also
pick pocketers and thieves(open
door and lead them down stairs)
(Seneca follows him)

SOLIDER 1 ON THE OUT SIDE
Here... I don’t wanna be in their
it to depressing soldier 1 on the
out side

37.

SOLDIER 2 ON THE OUT SIDE
He wants to see it it for himself
let him

(takes torch from the side and wall as he walk down the empty
cells of caged individuals left and right that are hollow
with blood stands on them.in one he turn to see a body and
notice is the head is missing and the path that lead forward
smells worse he covers his mouth and walks on forward. As he
comes across a door and then opens it to a room full of more
cage where it is dark then illuminates by his fire as it
blown our from the wind he ignite his had on fire with his
power and the eyes in the cages soon glance on to him as if
they are appalled or frighten silently they look as they hide
in there shadow together and not distance apart he looks
around immensely as he sees a hand out in front of him and in
the back room cage he walk up to it as the palm open slowly
from the small baby child like hands as the child's face
appear in it youth and abrupt youngness. With a frown on his
face and silent express waiting for a reaction from Seneca
they are from the same world and same tribe and yet they
stand on two different standing points the child opens his
hand finally to reveal a diamond. Seneca is shock to wonder
how they have gotten it. As touches the boys hand and roll
his finger back as the other hands of the other children in
the cage come to the bars with there faces planted and there
hands out revealing there diamond and some being in there
mouths also being hidden. Seneca looks around him is a
disturb expression of confusion and anxiety on how this could
have happened. He goes back up to the cellar door bot freeing
any of the boy from captive slavery the guard then closes it
and speaks)

ARKYEN SOLDIER
They get those diamonds from the
coalmine, they steal I take it from
them . That why we never let them
out they try to bribe people in
opening the door.(close it and
locks it)just do the right
thing…says with his eyes closed)solider

38.

(at a camp fire)

SENECA
What can I save for the slave and
how the arkyen treat them…You cant
save world full of wolves if the
world rewards them

SOLOMON
I understand

SENECA
You do

SOLOMON
No no I cant understand

SENECA
And how can you

SOLOMON
Its the reality and
we inhabit in.. Its
it happens yet that
command god gave us
to do that

to function as
wrong but yet
is up to our
free will not

39.

SENECA
Ugh(angry)

(arkeyn laughing)

SOLOMON
I see you know we have free will
not to do that sort of evil but as
well that the ascension of effort
we are confined by our own worries
and misery that we inhabit
That disbarment is law that will
work both ways.. We are responsible
not other all of humanity must help
these people… all of humanity like
them me and you are both the same
as responsible as well gully for
that atrocity they make for this
world does inhabit to create power
out of the weakness of of other
lesser men as well work as
parasites as insanity.. but we
still are commanded not to do evil
for it does nothing for us, that on
both terms with there is a god or
not

SENECA
It policy I cant do anything...

40.

SOLOMON
they aren't just morally unlucky
seneca… they moral defined as
something that unfairly
judged..that we cans till
change(solomon)

(Arkyen laughing)

SOLOMON (CONT’D)
Just like we still are.. We are all
a prison like then on the effort to
keep change stay strong and of good
courage till that happen…sleep..
Even though we are rational we a
natural to the laws more, natural
than our emotion to over through
them.. Your right it take policy
but we are still instinct to do
good do what you can in time not
with emotion-solomon

SENECA
(remembers Seeing child with diamond in his mouth)Hm…

ARKYEN SOLDIER
Don’t be mad at me, come on Let me
have a job to do - solider with
keys walks off)

41.

(arkyen laughin)

SOLOMON
Not yet…

SENECA
..(eyes closed breathing hard angry upset about the children)

(arkyen talking here)

SOLDIER
I know you still believe in some
higher power…Come on we have job to
do..(Walk over to camp fire)solider

Ahah ugh(stop laughing)

SOLDIER ARKYEN
Hmm…

42.

ARKYEN SOLIDER 2
Ugh

ARKYEN SOLDIER 3
Savage…

SOLOMON
...report

ARKYEN SOLIDER 2
Yes sir Solomon Will be ready
tomorrow

ARKYEN SOLDIERS
(sniff in anger as threat) - Sulan... (sitting and waiting
for them as hunters)

SOLOMON
Mmm

ARKYEN SOLDIER 2
I still cant believe it they expect
us to know what to do with these
people after it all over the empire
rise and the then the builders fall

43.

SENECA
...
ARKYEN SOLDIER 4
Yeah yeah...

ARKYEN SOLIDER 1
How do they think they know they
have the answer to everyone's
problems… some issue are just
infinite this realties endless
issues being one.
ARKYEN SOLDIER 2
First world problems and a mans
life on the edge of the earth,
until they then take him straight
to the grave yard.
ARKYEN SOLDIER 3
First world problem to be solved so
diligently and not see how insane
that sounds
ARKYEN SOLIDER 2
I mean they say its possible to
save the world from the comfort of
their home but there really here -

ARKYEN SOLDIER 3
(sniffs) it how different would and
problem

44.

'
ARKYEN SOLDIER 1
They sound obscene towards us first
you get the problem and then you
find that no one wants to help
unless you pay them… no idiot in
his entire life has save the world
with the love and peace without
some pain and misery the sacrifice
for it and hes a dame fool if he if
he tries…

ARKYEN SOLDIER 4
Wheres the food at

ARKYEN SOLDIER 3
Wheres my sword get it now!
(young slave boy running)
ARKYEN SOLDIER 2
These people are going to be left
and abandon with no one to help
them access there going to suffer
along die and the truth we all bury
them on the side of the road like
there nobodies and a infact that
just the way some people die in
this world.

ARKYEN SOLDIER 4
I suppose it is far though they
are born slaves… I the wrong place
at the wrong time

45.

ARKYEN SOLDIER 3
What about him

ARKYEN SOLDIER 1
Yeah hes a colored peace knight

ARKYEN SOLDIER 2
ive always wanted to be one of them
when I was as a boy, why the hell
they let him in?

ARKYEN SOLDIER 1
Who cares don’t mock him or hell
cut your tongue out you know those
guys are elites soldiers

ARKYEN SOLDIER 2
Back to my point some of these
people wont ever experience
happiness in there lifes before
they die and that just he way it
and so it goes and that how it
continues to happen

SOLOMON
Try seeing the bright side of
things

46.

SENECA
There alright nothing bright about
it

SOLOMON
Your soft and clingy to say
something like that

SENECA
Weird actually and moronic or blind
even that they allow this

SOLOMON
Hmm I see this disturbs you

SENECA
I hate it.. how can you not focus
on the dark reality

SOLOMON
Maybe because there is a beauty
behind it even in the states of
adversity theres always progress
And your one of those people
telling me everyone's equally to
the same opportunity tell that to
those kids in there and one ya…
don’t forget the feed them they
smell awful when there down there

47.

SOLOMON
Maybe because even beyond that fear
we have against it there something
meaning leading us to something
better, there has to be.. Just like
they say in the Book of gooku there
has to be a heaven after all of
this

SENECA
Well im an aodist and what I
believe there is no heaven

SOLOMON
Well in order to be in the inferior
we have to exbit madness

ARKYEN SOLDIER 1
Hey! What did you say and mean by
that?

ARKYEN SOLDIER
Haha (listening in on there
conversation)

SENECA
Oh nothing

48.

ARKYEN SOLDIER 2
Talking in your clergy slang will
get your thumbs cut off all angelic
like…

SOLOMON
im just saying all that evil it has
to balance out to the good
attributes of life it has to that
might seem polarizing to you but to
me behind all the psychological
horror it has to be a heaven
waiting for us a vast beauty(as
they ignoring the brutish soldier
hackling them)

ARKYEN SOLDIER 1
(signs) enough of those fairy tales
we tell kids to believe in

ARKYEN SOLDIER 2
To offer behind it

ARKYEN SOLDIER 3
And also the other way around..
What if we had a wonder life before
and know there just criminals that
being punished

ARKYEN SOLDIER 3 (CONT’D)
Well that just sounds cynical. It
obvious why they're down there.

49.

ARKYEN SOLDIER 2
men who make profit of there
strength get it from the weakness
of smaller men and take control of
their families it how it been and
how its always meant to be no
matter how someone see it

ARKEYN SOLDIER 4
Ah your all pessimist you make
someone wanna hang themselves just
shut up and get drunk

ARYKEN SOLDIER 1
Ah you be quite! No ones talking to
you!-

ARYKEN SOLDIER 4
Why talk about to no want to here
it it dark to understand

ARYKEN SOLDIER 2
Well hey doesn’t that a make it
worse? Not talking about what if
that was your kid down there
wouldn’t

ARYKEN SOLDIER 1
you want someone worrying about
them?!

50.

ARYKEN SOLDIER 3
No I don’t wanna think about it

ARYKEN SOLDIERS 2
Why on earth is it that you like to
think about things like this

ARYKEN SOLDIER 4
Well hell I might
be a pessimist

ARYKEN SOLDIER 1
What is the point in saving the
world when were mostly to fail at
it?

ARKYEN SOLDIER 2
Huh

ARYKEN SOLDIER 1
I don’t get it… the universe is
more bound to punish us than give a
silent glance of hope by accident
if everything is out to get you why
even move forward

ARKYEN SOLDIER 2
Talk to that guy about it hes the
one fighting for civilization.

51.

SENECA
Its jts the simple things… Any
progress is good progress - seneca

SOLOMON
What does that mean

SENECA
Any progress is good progress

SOLOMON
True then say that and be grateful

ARKYEN SOLDIER 1
That not an answer to the question
that not even a solution what wrong
with you!
(chuckles)'

52.

ARYKEN SOLIDER 3
Yeah according to find their
happiness down there they’ll
definitely agree with you… any
progress is good progress come pull
on the chain around my neck! I mean
that in a sacred manner you Theist
are a such bigots

ARKYEN SOLDIER 1
You gotta imagine…

SENECA
Thinking other are better than you
and not equal hypocrites

ARYKEN SOLDIER 1
And imagine what are we doing,
crazy right… join us?

SOLDIER 3
(laughter)
no im just saying look at the
brighter side of things just
imagine how happy they'd be

ARYKEN SOLDIER 2
Cant imagine then being happy if
their families are still slaves

53.

ARYKEN SOLDIERS 3
Well maybe someday they wont be
look at him hes a peace knight

ARKYEN SOLDIER 4
Give me that (grab it from slave
boy)Hey shut up you idiot! Hell
kill us

ARYKEN SOLDIER 2
He hasn’t said a word I think he
can hear us- soldiers 2

ARYKEN SOLDIER 4
Well good I like my head on my
shoulders- soldiers 4

ARKYEN SOLDIERS 2
Hey

ARYKEN SOLDIER 3
No you idiot!

ARYKEN SOLIDER 4
What do you think about this
statement that they all be free
from slavery someday!

54.

ARKYEN SOLDIER 2
You Idiot that offenses what wrong
with you two
SENECA
…

ARYKEN SOLDIER 3
He not answering

ARYKEN SOLDIER 4
Hell leave him alone that was
stupid you ask him that he just
here to take some notice the consul
we don’t want him reporting that
weve been harassing him..

ARYKEN SOLDIER 2
Yeah.. But I wonder what he think
about the empire enslaving his
people… I don’t know what I would
do in his shoes

ARYKEN SOLDIER 4
Probably something

SENECA
….(looking at sunrise) -

55.

(The arkyens are sleeping as they get woken up by there
leader)

…you forgot to lite the single go get it now! (whispers) soldiers leader

(Akryen walk over with their knives drawn as they go up next
to seneca and solomon's beds as they find a ball with a toy
face on it them solomon with his sniper rifle a distance away
fires as he shoots
(Explosion )
( They fall back dead as the leader duck as looks from where
the lazer came from)
ARKYEN LEADER
Over there! Get them get the
hounds!

(they walk over to some hounds they have )
make sure you put in earlier that you forgot to feed theses
hounds( and then they release them as they put up there sent
to find them as these hounds start to hunt really fast and
chase down seneca and solomon as they start to ride faster
until solomon gets caught and pulled down while his horse
gets mauled and solomon is maul down with his horse)

SOLOMON
Seneca!

56.

SENECA
Hey! (yells as he sees the horse man following to catch up as
senece rides back to his friend in need of help he killed one
of the dogs as one jumps up and bits his arm on top of him as
he breaks it neck and then he get up as his friend is in
danger when he sees the arcens have arrived as seneca speed
jumps an deflects the blade fight tbem one boy one where
solomon get up and hides behind the rocks of mountains in the
area and trues to burry the box as Seneca is fighting off the
arkyen and there crab staff as solomon fights off another one
who comes to try and kill him with a knight as seneca fight
off both killing them one by one he slays them both at the
same time as more come down from the mountain firing and
shooting senece deflects there shots as they hit other
arkyen)

The gunners pull out there blades as the as they charge him
as seneca fights up the mountain hitting them with the back
of his blade knocking them out with his two blades as they
fall down them and throwing them down until he get to the
gunner who keeps shooting until Seneca get to close and tries
to run until Seneca speed jump to stab him in his back as he
takes his gun on the top of the mountain seeing the other
side with some more solders coming as he shoots them off by
turning it on stun hitting and the knocking three (seneca)
Keeps firing until he sees a barrage of solder come down a
kill like an large army of arkyen soldier ridding with there
fires in the night riding and running down the ridge up ahead
they seem unaware of see him as he is aware of them he get
scared looks and freezes as run to solomon and as they don’t
see him there. But they continue to pace after him)

SENECA
Oh… Solomon solomon!

(Solomon jumps on the man stabbing him in his blade )

57.

ARYKEN SOLDIER
Ah

SENECA
Aah! - (killing him)

(While
laying
trying
seneca

also being stabbed in the chest as he get off him
on the ground as he sees lots of blood as he gets up
to dig the box up then runs to their arkyen horses as
gets on one)
SENECA (CONT’D)
We need to ride now

SOLOMON
Ah!

(Both ride out in the open )

ARYKEN LEADER
This way!

(As they both races against the sunset until solomon
coughing up blood falls over Seneca stop riding to check on
him)

58.

SENECA
Aah…

(Sees blood coming out of his mouth (solomon)

SOLOMON
Im only slowing you down

SENECA
Don’t worry im a healer(healing
solomon)

SOLOMON
I was stabbed multiple times im not
that much as fighter than you
(Flames arise from the distances of horse arriving)
(get him up then arrive later to a settle camp of a moving
exodus (herd of people)

SOLOMON (CONT’D)
Ah thank you

SENECA
We ran them off trying to kill you
they aught to know better attacking
a centurion guard and plotting to
assassinate one

59.

SOLOMON
True where are we

(With and exodus of people moving )

(Show the same boy with the globe as he rile it over to
seneca to get his attention)

SOLOMON
(riding)
So what do you do? Ive seen some
days (cleaning himself with the
blood) - solomon

SENECA
Oh im ugh Im an investigator. night
I go on protective mission to
protect a convo of soldiers. Even
though I did plan n them to attack
me I was confident enough to leave
them a lesson with bullet in there
heads before they got to my neck… I
has had to watch them also transfer
over some slaves

SOLOMON
An elite solder with no blades?

60.

With them

SENECA
centurion

guard.

SOLOMON
Ugh yeah I was in hand to hand
combat.
.. And I still am (laughing)solomon

SENECA
(smiles)

SOLOMON
Oh is that what you protecting

SENECA
Um… you it seems

SOLOMON
They told you not to tell me

61.

SENECA
Ugh not you

SOLOMON
Ah the box come know be a man and
just be open seneca were friends

SENECA
Yes a box. There said to be many of
them and more coming which Im glad
I never to protect but not look at
when they meet up.

SOLOMON
But you have havent you

SENECA
…hmm-

SOLOMON
Its okay to not resist but by all
means know the back of what your
transporting and who wants it…

SENECA
What do you mean

62.

SOLOMON
I am the man your transposing haha solomon

SENECA
I see so you have object they
request im on the out looking for
you

SOLOMON
Yes hidden all this time

(looks behind him as they stare)

SOLOMON
Who are you really ugh your
wearing a red shash I think I know

SENECA
Ah… I have a name. one that stuck with to common…
SOLOMON
Hmm(pulls out blade and tries t stab him in his side while
hidden as seneca pulls out his blade faster without even
thinking stopping his and also with his blade at the angle to
solomon neck for how long it is)

63.

…

SENECA
your the grand master flash… the
speed devil

SOLOMON
Hey- solomon(smiles)

(puts his blade away as he give off the sign everything is
okay with his hand half way in the air)

SENECA
Don’t do that again or you might
blow my cover- seneca

SOLOMON
What is someone like you do g these
missions?- solomon

SEMECA
Im very found of them but they are
what im assigned to.

64.

SOLOMON
Well them thats luck for me
then…Are they aware you a soldier

SENECA
They think im a level one soldier
not an elite

SENECA (CONT’D)
That good to your advantage but who
are you?

SENECA (CONT’D)
Im known as the faster and elite
solder in all the army

SOLOMON
What level are your

SENECA
Fire emblem

SOLOMON
Oh! That’s the highest!
Mmhmm so if any of those fools want
It they have to catch us
(MORE)

65.

(CONT'D)
Well that'sSOLOMON
interesting
to know
that but ugh here
something(whisper) I need you to
know about me.. Im also an
infiltrator of the regime against
the black faction they are not the
workers. I know you can to see the
land but there was something off
about them form the begging.. The
must be works who betrayed to blue
faction in order to sell the
artifact your hold.

SENECA
And how can I trust you

SOLOMON
(pull out same box)
because I have the same
issue(smiles) they only think one
of us has the artifact holder and
the other is an investigator this I
found out when I spoke to them last
night.
We both need to get out of here or
and at least one of us breaks for
it with the artifact your the
better soldier I trust you. Also I
know because you fight for a good
cause

SENECA
Hmm solomon

66.

SOLOMON
Seneca ! (shakes his hand) No
worries beside if we sleep with
them one more knight who knows if
they might be even scarier if they
slit our throat in our sleep

SENECA
Hey what are talking about?

SOLOMON
Oh nothing

SENECA
No (whispering)…

SOLOMON
Okay sir you not entitled to make
the rules(Smiles) hah When do you
think we should make a break for
it.

SENECA
As soon as possible

SOLOMON
Oh of them I think is probably an
advance arcen he army have the
ability to levitate things...

67.

SENECA
Those power are bed deeply with the
culture

SOLOMON
I know because im one of
them(smiles) I be alive to take him
the rest have probably different
fighting styles you can take on but
if they all come us at once we know
whos going to have to take the
artifact from them. Just so they
wont sell them to the black
faction.

SENECA
We should probably leave when they
cant see us.. You think when they
go asleep tonight?

SOLOMON
No that probably when there going
to strike there already suspicious
of us

SENECA
Then we could attack them head on
if they try to kill us

68.

SOLOMON
And feel in time before there
reinforcements can arrive

ARYKEN SOLDIER 1
That why we should attack them
tonight

ARYKEN SOLDIER 2
Your right! They might be them

ARYKEN SOLIDER 3
Trying to wait for more
reinforcement to come handle us

SENECA
(hears them) they matched up with
us

SOLOMON
Let stop here then on this mountain

SENECA
Were taking a break

69.

ARYKEN SOLDIERS
Fine with us… - (hidden soldiers in
the moving within tribes stalking
them)

SOLOMON
Go ahead and set up camp

(a little while later)

(drunk Arkyn comes to offer them drink as they pretend to act
like they dont recognize them)

BOTH SENECA AND SOLOMON
No thank you

ARYKEN SOLDIER 2
Bless your soul but no

ARYKEN SOLDIER 3
(Walks off stumbling and wobbling))
fah!

70.

SOLOMON
It been a while since I could get
to know another knight… the one I
knew new me and my family very well
when he died trying to give this
mission over to me ... he denied
along with protecting my family.. I
hope to see them again
The war has done too much damage I
feel it brought a sense of anger
within the people.. And that it
suddenly turn us apart but in some
way brought us close.

SOLOMON
Are you? You believe things have
change?

SOLOMON
Havent they?

SENECA
Not really but really from my
perspective

SOLOMON
We then maybe you should lead to
look to another

Arkyen soldiers - Yeah yah(parting)

71.

SENECA
- Top off the ends but my
perspective is not truthfully the
greatest…

SOLOMON
It doesn’t have to be great the way
I see it the ones we did agree with
have valuable and wise points to
them.

(they fall down paritng drunk the aryken soldiers)

SOLOMON (CONT’D)
They just taking a balance. Trust me even your enemies
perception can help you better understand yours but also
teach about other views aswell.. The one who defeated me in
battle they definably teach me something new every time. And
when I can agree with them I learn how to see where they come
form to find the solution and that what I mean I believe this
issue in the world the ones were starting to notice there
bring us together

SENECA
They seem make us matter

72.

SOLOMON
And threat the point if you hide
the secrets and problems away they
never eventually become resolved.
That’s why its important that we
need these artifact have you even
seen you

SENECA
Im very displaced

SOLOMON
You might understand better on who
you serve but im telling you at the
end of all this.. It will soon
bring us all together wither others
like it or not or seek our to
prevent it. We will all be unified
together
(looks at drunk arykenist)

Drunk soldiers(dancing)

(playing music)
SOLOMON (CONT’D)
We are we going to move

SENECA
Soon when they go to sleep I
actually was the one who brought eh
beer I new they would drink it all
it for them anyway them and there
requisition of happiness
(MORE)

73.

SENECA (CONT'D)
Choose a choice in living the one
we all have to acceptable- seneca

SOLOMON
I don’t believe that...

SENECA
Not everyone capable of being on
the same level as one another's,
and some might never soon to
accomplished anything some never
live to see the sun set or rise. I
guess tat what what you meant of
being appreciative .. But in some
way I just cant feel that.

SOLOMON
But at the end dont we all end the
same.

SENECA
I don’t think so.. I think we end
when it over.. Just like it would
seen form them.

SOLOMON
I say not to look on the blight
side of things

74.

SENECA
Blight side

SOLOMON
The questionable parts of reality
we seem to get to deep into.. We
try to over simplify it down to the
bottom by the littles of detail
otherwise its always explainable by
every other different way. Someone
can always say it better. But the
real point in life(pours milk in
his cup and in his cup and hands it
to seneca) is to notice than just
enjoying the milk in honey its
knowing the reason why it there..
We cant just simplify that… when we
are going to realize the only
reason were here on this earth is
to love.. .. You make things
better.. You make things better
with appropriate action that
enforced action you make things
better. Things like peace instead
of anger and violence- solomon

SENECA
I think there something in this
milk

SOLOMON
Naw im just high off of life but
listen to what I say. You make
things better when you dont cause
violent conflict but you make
things better with an action of
peace. Agree to disagree(wobbly)
love… love is the key, you you
understand right?- solomon

75.

SENECA
Well like you said someone can
always say it or something better.

SOLOMON
Ah now your listening(smiles)

BOTH
hmmm(Smiles)(clink drinks)

ARYKEN SOLDIERS
Aaah hahah(drunks dancing and
falling down playing music badly)

(later)

ARYKEN SOLDIERS (CONT’D)
(walking as he nods to his friend
and allies and the allies does the
same with the rest they surround
their sleeping bags as they
approach them)(they open them and s
the see duds and decoys)- soldiers

76.

SENECA
(seneca has his sniper rifle as he
shoot and fires and it hits the bag
when it explode)) got them

SOLOMON
Okay lets go!

SENECA
(As he hand him the rifle )

SOLOMON
Use this rifle I stole it from them

SENECA
Yes okay move get the horse

SOLOMON
(grabs them as the move along as
solsomn turn around and see the
elite arkyen with his shield as he
sees him)

SENECA
Oh! Move move(running to seneca
with the horses)(get on)

77.

(the elite arykens get up and help his allies up with around
him)

Ugh ah- seneca

(Soldiers see them moving)

Right there!- soldiers

(they both start riding as they come across a earthquake that
the earth is then split in half as the ground caves in and
makes a gab as the end infront of them then the area infront
of them ahead rises high as some of the ground stats to float
in the air)(Seneca riding faster and harder takes out his
blade from the side as one of the
(Arykens come out of the ground and heads towards him in a
shaped spear pillar aim directly to tackle Seneca head on as
it goes forward spearing him Seneca makes a flame with his
blade as he cut it and makes the man flip as he get up
chasing him then making another spear attack. Another comes
out of the ground springing out going for solomon as he
shoots it with his sniper and fire head on hitting it as it
come further a man with who rushes in balde as it hit and
stop him head on. As Seneca s see the other one the three
arcen coming at him with boulders and one made as a rock
rhino charging)(seneca get off his horse and speed jump in
distance over and over again until he reach the right side on
it barring his sword in the rhino barring it down as a ways
it to the ground letting it land hard than take out his blade
and strike it on it s side the a first Arkyen sends down the
large rocks as the arkyen is levitating form the ground a
seen them to soloman as he uses his arkyen ability and grabs
them as he stop shooting but can mange as he makes a shield)

78.

(Solomon makes shield)
(Seneca get under rhino as he heat up his skin and explodes
underneath the rock rihno as he then tackles to the bolder
coming at solomon as he hits it and destroy it Seneca jumps
on the other boulders and cut them with flame blades s he
cuts them in half with three strike to each one swift and
destroying them as they come down. Then jump on each one he
destroys and gets on to the top of the high ground where the
first Arkyen is)

SOLOMON
Ah dame… but Wow he is good

(looking in front of him as he send the second on as he come
in contact with Solomon as Solomon put his arms out and stop
the spear rock the arkyen is in and fight him on the ground
using rocks as they launch them at each other. Fighting as
solomon sends one The arkyen doges as solomon doges until
solomon send in two from both directions as the arkyen
stopping the two boulders with both with his arms and stops
them solomon send in one in the middle hitting the arkyen
launching him back)

ARYKEN SOLDIER
Ah

ugh!

(seneca start fighting with the arkyen on top of the hill as
he strike shim with his blades and as the arkyen pulls
pillars out of the ground with his powers infront of seneca
as he strike them and hits them with his blades and until
seneca jump kick his in the air and hits through with a fire
blast and kick the aryken to the ground)

79.

ARYKEN SOLIDER 2
(falls down)

(The third arkyen get up and straight attacks Solomon
assisting the other arkyen and his comrade as they both
battle him with rock and shields. Solomn using using all of
his ability to survive and sling rock to running them into
the attacks of the other arkyen get to notice its out of hand
and le use his shields to defend himself as he use his power
to make a hole and burry the box into the ground deeply as
the two arkyen throw there spear rock striking
simultaneously
into Solomns chest

( as Seneca stabs and executes the arkyenhe he was fighting
by stabbing him in his chest finishing him off as he looks to
see solomsn die)(solonm fall to his kness ands falls
backwards)

(Seneca jumps down fighting the two arkyen as they launch
rocks at seneca as he send in his flames down to them ridding
down the curved hill made as turn around and start seeing
rock running into to him and then tries to grab him riding on
one as he falls down)

( as seneca spin to the cuts the bolder coming at him with
his blade. Seneca keep jumping on new boulders running into
him in the air as he dodges the boulders coming at him and
get hit by them as they continues to launch boulders at him)

80.

ARYKEN SOLDIER 1
Ah!(hit again) uh

(they keep through it at him as Solomon bleeds out until he
jump and then spins in the air simultaneously were he
throughs his blade with flams on then at both the arkyen as
the both pull a large boulders out of the ground and try to
stop it but the power behind the blades is to strong as it
bust through both of them and strike them throughh there
chest)

ARYKEN SOLDIER
Ah

ARYKEN SOLDIER (CONT’D)
Guh!

(seneca rush to see solomn as he hold shm in his arm)

SOLOMON
Seneca
(smiles with blood dripping from his mouth)
my lungs haha still have a good
face better than yours

SENECA
Don’t speak it'll make it
worse…here I can heal (put fire and
his hand and heals solomon)

81.

SOLOMON
(pulls out the artifact from his ground)(grab his hand and
stops him from healing)

SENECA
No why are stopping me stop!

SOLOMON
(Weak and whispering)No there
coming.. Theres not time- solomon

(seneca looks up and see from the distance more arkyen coming
as they are riding there horse)-

SENECA
Uh…(goes back to healing ) I can
heal you in time

SOLOMON
Once your don’t they will arrive
and out number you with force go
quick before the sun arise and they
see you in the light

SENECA
Stop speaking Solomon

82.

SENECA (CONT’D)
solomon ... Solomon Don’t worry I
can heal you!

SOLOMON
Seneca! You been a good comrade ..
I love you as my nephew

SENECA
Newphew... im your newphew your my
fathers brother...

SOLOMON
I love you… The one I know as well
who protected my family you have
his eyes… Full of a pain full past
but kind heart out of all of it…
(touch him with blood hand and
finger) this is your problem you
lack balance in your love and hate
I can feel it in you uneven the
problem is you to compassionate…
and but you also have hate…. this
is the point of living… you just
have to let go and let balance take
place. Cause everthing will be
alright at the end if you keep
going…(looking upon at the
sky)(coughs blood)- solomon

SENECA

83.

(heals him slowly)

SOLOMON
No there no time(moves his hand)
theres a note in my pocket take it
hurry)

( he takes it out)

SENECA
Whos it for

SOLOMON
You keep it see if you can do go
with that are they getting closer

(look up and there getting close as the light get brighter)

Yah! Yeah!(rididing horses Aryken on them)

SOLOMON (CONT’D)
Go

84.

SENECA
But you can help me further with
the mission.

SOLOMON
they only know that one of us had
the artifact and they will think of
only me here there is no recording
presence of you…. They think one of
there solder rand of from the
battle.. here put this my artifact
in your box so you can have two. It
will stale them and think one of
there soldier ran off with it

SENECA
No let me heal you... You can keep
going..

SOLOMON
Seneca you are compassionate you
are compassion and you cant let go
of failing.. When you have not
failed- solomomn

SENECA
Im not going to

SOLOMON
It do deep isnt it.. Promise me you
wont give the people who asigned
you this mission all of them. Give
them one and retrieve it later-

85.

SENECA
What are you saying? Ugh..(looks up
as he can see the torch of the
arykns get closer) I can fight them

SOLOMON
You will die live son live know you
may die- solomon

SENECA
What about you family.. And seening
them what should I tell them?

SOLOMON
Seneca. I am im going to see my
family…(coughs) Finally.. Im gong
to see them.. This is how its
supposed to end exactly the way I
started and came(looking at eh
birds in th sky)im going to see my
family.

SENECA
(Stops healing when he moves his
had from him)

SOLOMON
The beauty…
(smiles)(grabs senecas hand and squeezes it as the blood
coughs up blood) ah!

86.

SOLOMON (CONT’D)
(Smiles) at the end it will good no
matter what you keep your eyes on
that dark and make light on it… At
the end we apl will have to cone
to our senses…

Solomon
this was all a meaningless and
pointless process and a waste of
time that all amounts to nothing…

SENECA
…(scared)

SOLOMON
Dying like a martyr it sound about
right for me and most of all of us

SENECA
Uhg…(squeezes his hand)

SOLOMON
Promise me though
You keep that fire going in you,
because you be more lost when it
gone…(closes his eyes and dies)solomon

87.

SENECA
…(holding him as he lays solomons
head down) rest In
peace…uncle…friend(closes solomons
eye lids as he leaves him there
with the other dead arcnians with
the box open n the middle as he get
his blade and grabs the horse that
still there and rides on traveling
through out the land in the desert
riding off into the sunrise as he
escaped)- seneca

ARYKEN LEADER
(the rides arirves they look at solomns body and spit on him)solomon
Traitor were is it… there must have been another.. Find him!

SENECA
Just do the right thing…( as he
look and see they cant see him from
a distance as he looks at he
artifact and open it and looks
inside to see a coin with two
botton on the side equally apartas
he presse them and open up a maps)
(sees maps of planet as hes see
dots on it as he looks at the other
artifiact piece that hold the click
soon to the other artifact as it
turn his skin red and with his
white lines that lead all the way
through his body and palms where
his eyes turn white) ugh! What is
this.(blurred vision come o his
eyes)

88.

aaah! Ah ahah!.( and looks to see light from above him as he
see people in the street before him as a regular man with
hair and a beard on his face)(the city around him warped to
the skiy as it tower above him hang upside down and from the
side)

SENECA
Ugh

(people all around him as they walk of a different time
period walking around him)(he looks around as he here a niose
and boom regular close and an everything not nomadoci or old
roman) ugh!( he walk to a booth of mirro and looks at it
with his eyes looking normal and flesh normal as he hears
voice calling of a girl)

JADA
Dad

SENECA
Ugh

JADA
Dad

SENECA
Ugh what

89.

JADA
Dad what are you doing?

(hearing a major eruption coming form the south of the world
a large fire cloud rush to him as he runs looking for the
girl as she see him he grabs her as he see s the fire from
the sky it erupts and ignite his skin and the little girls
and people around them as people start running and burning to
death in the fire)

SENECA
Aaaah! - seneca(holding the girl as
the whole world is destroyed)

(Drops relict and break free from reality)

Ah! (Drops the reflect as he wakes up from the vision)
how
did it activate that… what was that(voice) there are people
in here
(grabs it hasty and puts it back in the box but then pause
and pulls it out as he looks at it and puts it in his sleeve)
what mysterious truths im going to find out from it… it
don’t plan to enjoy (get up and grabs horse)(puts it up and
grabs horse as he walks along silently away from them into
the desert as the sunrises)
(walking) that tempest is on the horizon but man… would you
look at that aurora. It's as beautiful as a new day…
ugh(looking at the arktifact orb) Anentus stone - seneca

90.

(walking in desert)

